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Abstract

Simulations and exercises have long been a tool that managers have had available to them to help keep staff in shape. The military is potentially the most proficient in using exercises to maintain skills through practical application in as close to real world situations as possible. In this paper, background on the evolution of cyber exercises and possibilities will be discussed. A variety of cyber exercise options will be detailed, including an analysis of the business impacts, risks and benefits that an organization will need to weight prior to conducting. Areas requiring special attention from a management perspective will be described to help ensure success. A comparative analysis of the options will be presented to provide a quick reference of the material within the paper.
1. Introduction

Exercise programs have been publicized and encouraged for a long time as a way to keep your physical and mental abilities in shape. (Penedo & Dahn, 2005) (Cotman, Berchtold, & Christie, 2007) (Paffenbarger Jr, Blair, Lee, & Hyde, 1993). This improved physical and mental wellbeing helps to better prepare your body and mind for future challenges. The military uses exercises to teach new skills, hone existing skills, and maintain battle readiness. (Harris, 2014) (Skripnichuk, 2014) These exercises help ensure troops are able to react as quickly as possible.

So, exercise is good for you. Your first thought/question may be: Yeah, so what? What could this possibly have to do with cyber security and security management?

According to the Federal Emergency Management Agency’s Emergency Management Institute, an exercise is “a focused practice activity that places the participants in a simulated situation requiring them to function in the capacity that would be expected of them in a real event. Its purpose is to promote preparedness by testing policies and plans and training personnel.” (Federal Emergency Management Agency, 2014). Similarly, Merriam Webster’s definition of exercise is “something that is done or practiced to develop a particular skill” (Merriam-Webster, 2014).

For numerous years, the military (NATO, 2014) (Carr, 2014), the government (Department of Homeland Security, 2013) (Davis & Magrath, 2013), academia (University of Hawaii Manoa, 2014), and industry (ANC R&D, 2014) (LohrMann, 2014) have utilized cyber exercises to further mature their abilities in the cyber security area through these learning opportunities. (Augustine & Dodge Jr, 2006) These activities have provided valuable lessons for the participants regarding skills shortages, procedural or policy deficiencies within their organizations or in cross-organization coordination and communication. (Branlat, Morison, & Woods, 2011) The shortcomings and lessons learned, in the case of government, have been reported and continue to be implemented. (United States Government Accountability Office, 2008) (European Union Agency for Network and Information Security, 2012)
I would argue that exercises are very important for cyber security and that some of the following organizational questions need to be asked:

- What is your organization doing in the area of cyber security exercises?
- Does your organization have any exercise identified to be performed within the next 1 year? 3 years?
- Does your organization perform a variety of exercise types?
- Does the senior leadership of your organization even know about or want to see the reports from these exercises?
- Or even the broader question of: What are we doing to improve our organizational security posture?

Within this paper, the definition of a cyber exercise will be provided. Following, numerous cyber exercise types will be presented and discussed. The general goals for each are offered with the high level requirements needed for each exercise type. The benefits and drawbacks of each type of exercise are conferred with an emphasis on the management implications, impacts and risks. Finally, the reasoning behind why senior leadership should want to see the outputs will be discussed.

2. What exactly IS a cyber exercise?

Just what IS a cyber exercise? What are the goals? What are the benefits? How do you conduct one? How much does it cost? These may be just some of the questions that you may be thinking of right now. We need to start with the fundamental question of just what is a cyber exercise.

As discussed in the introduction, an exercise places the participants in a simulated situation. The goal is to learn from the exercise and be able to use the experiences in future situations that they face.

A cyber exercise performs just that, providing a situation or scenario into which we place the participants to gain experiences and learnings that they can take back and apply. The cyber exercise places your IT security team and, depending on the scope and goals, the IT organization in general in a situation that is cyber security related. Examples include a Denial of Service attack, cleaning up a detected breach, fighting a worm outbreak like Conficker, or any other situation that is relevant within your organization. If you are
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worried about insider threats, that could be a focus of an exercise. If the corporate concern is how quickly operations can be restored after an intrusion and data breach, an exercise focusing on that will help. If you wish to explore the spearfishing or harpooning (depending on target and definition you wish to use), create an exercise around this and see how the organization handles it. The realms of possibility here are really left to your imagination or your diabolical side, depending on the choices made.

3. Types of Cyber Exercises

3.1. Tabletop Exercises/Paper Exercises

3.1.1. General overview
The goals of a tabletop exercise can vary, but the general principle behind these activities is to step through an event, and examine how the organization is to respond based on policies and procedures. Participants are, as you may be thinking, around a boardroom or conference room table, walking through the event and examining how the activities occur. It is not intended to test the people responding to the event, but rather to help the organization determine whether there are gaps in the procedures, updates required for policies, updates in contact listings or if changes to the organization need to be properly reflected in the corporate documentation.

3.1.2. Requirements to conduct
To conduct a tabletop exercise, the first and most important item needed is the scenario that will drive the exercise. The scenario needs to be carefully planned and thought out to ensure both a realistic situation will be explored as well as a properly defined scope for the overall exercise. A poor scenario will lead to poor exercise results. Luckily there are numerous resources available to help ensure the exercises are planned properly. The Department of Homeland Security has published a guide providing guiding principles for exercise development. (Department of Homeland Security, 2013) The Federal Emergency Management Agency has a course titled Exercise Design, Course Number IS 139, which is intended for exercise planners. The course includes an entire section on tabletop exercises to guide the planners through the process. (Federal Emergency
A third source of guidance is the National Exercise Good Practice Guide from the European Union Agency for Network and Information Security within the. (European Union Agency for Network and Information Security, 2009) Each of these sources provides information to assist the scenario planners to help ensure this step is developed correctly.

Another key item that is needed is the organization policies and procedures that are to be utilized within the exercise. While participants may be aware the policies exist, they will not have them memorized. Providing these documents to the participants in a single location will help ensure smooth running of the exercise.

A final item needed to properly conduct this type of exercise is to ensure that the correct participants are chosen and available to take part in the exercise.

3.1.3. Business impacts

The business impacts of a tabletop exercise are minimal, as there is no additional risk the business is being exposed to. The impact is unavailability of personnel during the exercise. Depending on the duration of the tabletop exercise, the absence could be from several hours to several days.

The other main business impact from this type of exercise is the time required to develop and facilitate the exercise. Scenario development, team coordination and report writing all take time to complete, and there must be a prime assigned to perform these tasks.

Most organizations do not have a full time resource performing and coordinating exercises, so this will be a secondary duty assigned to someone. This duty, however, is vital to the success of the event. Regular duties for this individual will need to be reassigned, impacting the business.

3.1.4. Business Risk

Similar to the business impact, there is minimal business risk. The largest business risk is again associated with personnel not being available for regular duties during the exercise. This will create a broader exposure for the organization for actual incidents and events, but if the situation is truly serious, the exercise could be interrupted to deal with a developing critical situation.
3.1.5. **Benefits and considerations**

A tabletop exercise brings a large amount of value to an organization that has not conducted one in the past, or that does not regularly review and update their policies and procedures. By forcing the organization to follow these processes, the organization will identify the problem areas and determine which documentation needs to be rewritten. The exercise will also identify to the organization whether there are process that are missing from the current policy suite. The execution of the procedures will also provide details on where there are gaps in the current policies, procedures and processes.

Another benefit of the tabletop exercise is that it is normally a quick item to run. Completing the run through of an exercise, depending on the scope and people involved can take up to a day to do. So holding the exercise doesn’t take extensive time from the participants and within most organizations, this can be scheduled with some advanced planning.

A consideration to take into account when planning a tabletop exercise is to schedule it prior to the review and updates of the corporate documentation. This can provide valuable feedback into that process and, if timed correctly, can result in fairly rapid changes to the policy suite documentation.

3.1.6. **Drawbacks and considerations**

With any exercise, there are folks who will find the exercise type chosen useful and those who will feel they didn’t gain much through the process. For the technical staff within your organization, a tabletop exercise will not provide them with the hands-on application of knowledge that is generally desired from training. While there is valuable information gained from the exercise, there are minimal technical skills needed during this process.

The planning and preparation work for a tabletop exercise cannot be overlooked. The exercise is completely based upon the scenario chosen, which is based upon the goals of the exercise. Without proper planning and preparation, the benefits to the organization will be minimal.
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3.2. **Online or hosted environments (e.g. Netwars)**

3.2.1. **General overview**

Online environments provide for connectivity to a simulated environment where the participants are able to connect, perform the needed actions and then log out, all without impacting the organization’s production or other environments. The online environment provides the scenarios for the participants, all infrastructure and computer assets that are needed for interaction during the exercise, and normally provides feedback of what occurred in the exercise and how well the activities were completed.

Hosted environments are fully outsourced and off-site locations that participants travel to (or potentially remotely connect to) in order to conduct the exercise. Generally participants are placed into a classroom setting of some form, and provide the defensive resources to protect the infrastructure provided to them.

An example of an online environment would be SANS’ Netwars (SANS, 2014). This offers participants the ability to progress through multiple levels and challenges, and leads to a 5th level where you protect your castle from other participants. Another, more situational focused environment, is the SANS’ CyberCity. CyberCity is a scaled model with SCADA components with specific scenarios for the defenders to repel. Some would argue this model would be more realistic, with cameras providing feedback on various aspects of the city and timelines for scenarios to be completed (e.g. train derailment of the next scheduled train forcing a time limit (SANS Institute, 2014)

An example of a hosted environment is the ThreatSPACE Cyber Range, offered by iSIGHT Partners. The environment provides the digital landscape in which participants need to attack or defend targets and work through scenarios. Scoring is provided for the success of the exercise. (iSIGHT Partners, 2014)

3.2.2. **Requirements to conduct**

To be able to participate in this type of exercise, the organization has minimal items to perform. It needs to procure the services, and it needs to be able to commit the resources to the exercise. For most organizations, this approach to procure periodic services is a huge benefit. There are no additional resources needed within the organization to plan,
create, run or schedule the exercise. Staff assignment and time away from the office is all that is needed once procurement is completed.

3.2.3. **Business Impacts**

The impact on the organization is very minimal. The largest impact is the resources being away from the office or engaged in the exercise and not able to perform their normal duties.

3.2.4. **Business Risk**

The risk exposure to the organization is also very minimal, but is dependent on which resources are participating in the event. If the IT security staff is permitted to be offsite and not available for regular operations work for a 3 day exercise, there may be a large risk to the organization. The potential impact and risk must be measured against the organizations priorities, security posture and potential for attack to determine the risk. However, this is a manageable risk and able to be contained to the level acceptable to the organization.

3.2.5. **Benefits and Considerations**

This type of exercise is very rapid to set up and conduct in most cases. In a hosted environment, the exercise is only limited by the availability of staff and the external hosting company’s schedule. Accordingly, the online environment can be very quick to set up and commence. For example, the Netwars from SANS can be active within a couple of hours of request and payment for the access. This speed and rapid accessibility provides for access when needed, since the environment is setup and waiting to be used. Another benefit is that scenarios to be used in the exercise are either static and already created by the hosting organization, or at least some have been generated and are available to be used as is or possibly customized. This again saves time and effort on the part of the organization, as planning time and scenario generation work have been completed previously. If there is a scenario available that fits the needs of the organization, it can be quickly chosen and be ready to run through.
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3.2.6. Drawbacks and Considerations

The benefits of this exercise type also play into its drawbacks. The ability to have a rapidly accessible exercise is a benefit, but the drawback is that some of these environments have no ability to be tailored to meet even small organizational changes. Netwars has 5 levels, each with questions that need to be answered. While the levels do change periodically, they cannot be tailored to or for the organization. This limitation would be similar for numerous providers. The tradeoff for rapid use is inability to be flexible in the product offered. This needs to be weighed against the needs of the organization. The ability to use these environments provides large returns for their first use, but the benefits diminish with each subsequent use.

3.3. Simulated and virtual environments (virtual systems)

3.3.1. General overview

Virtualization has grown in use for production systems as well as creating lab environments. A use of the technology that would benefit the cyber exercise is the creation of an environment where the cyber exercise can run, but has no impact on the production or other systems in use by the organization. Specifically, creating a virtual production network provides a similar look and feel to the production network, and permits for a “quick reset” if problems arise within the environment. Numerous virtualization technologies are available from VMware, Microsoft and Virtual box, to name but a few.

Simulators are devices or services which provide a virtual environment where you are able to interact with the systems, perform changes and monitor behavior throughout the exercise being run. This is all performed in a setting that, while created to be comparable to a production network, is not a production network. Simulators do have one potential draw back, in that if you have a device simulating the traffic from a large number of systems, you may not be able to directly interact with those systems. It does depend on the simulator and its method for creating the environment.

A simulator is “A machine for simulating certain environmental and other conditions for purposes of training or experimentation” (Rh Value Publishing, 1989). These could be
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either an internal simulator, where your organization deploys and manages the simulator, or an externally run environment, where you purchase time to perform the exercise. An example of a simulator is the Exata product from Scalable Network Technologies. Information on Exata can be found at http://web.scalable-networks.com/content/exatacyber. Another example of a product that can be used to simulate network activity and events is the Ixia product Breakingpoint. Information on the Breakingpoint product can be found at http://www.ixiacom.com/products/ixia-breakingpoint.

Both simulators and virtual environments offer a faster and cheaper means to create a network to perform numerous tasks, including exercises than building the network traditionally.

3.3.2. Requirements to conduct

The primary requirements to create a virtual or simulation environment are time and money. The need to design and create the architecture requires the time and skills of the correct people within your organization. To then procure the software, hardware and other required components requires, depending on the size, a significant amount of capital. That is on top of the efforts needed to create and run the exercise after the environment is set up.

The exercise needs are similar to most other in-house run exercises. The scenario must be planned and created, the goal defined, and the configuration performed. The expertise to run the exercise is needed, as is the expertise to properly document the exercise both before and after it is complete.

3.3.3. Business impacts

The business impacts, beyond the capital expenditures, are similar to the outsourced /hosted options previously discussed. Resources will need to be assigned to participate in the exercise, and therefore will not be available to take part in the day-to-day operations during the exercise. A benefit to a virtual environment/simulation type of exercise, though, is that if a major incident does occur, the exercise can be placed on hold and resources quickly brought back to the operational network to assist, since they would be
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within the organizational offices. Suspension of the exercise would be the recourse of last choice, but still a possibility in extreme situations.

3.3.4. Business Risk

Business risks for this exercise type are similar to the hosted solution. The number of staff involved in the exercise may create a situation in which the business is going to be inadequate in its operational capacity. This is a business decision that needs to be made to determine the acceptable risk profile, while still attempting to maximize the knowledge gain from the exercise across as many employees as possible.

3.3.5. Benefits and Considerations

A large benefit to an in-house virtual or simulated cyber exercise platform is the ability to customize and tailor the goals, scenarios and resources available however you wish. The limit here is what is available to the organization to put towards the environment. It could be a five (5) server infrastructure being simulated, or a 10,000 node network. That is one of the benefits of this type of environment; it is quick and easy to turn on new features and functionality, or to create complete new hosts. In a simulator, this can be even easier, as you need to specify what type of host, and the type of traffic you wish to have, and generally the simulator starts to generate the type of traffic you desire.

Virtualized environments offer the ability to halt systems fairly quickly, restore them to a previous state, or to pause their use to name but a few features. This can aid during an exercise that is taking longer than planned, or permit an exercise to be split up over multiple days.

A final consideration is a new type of simulator under development, according to published research, that would be worthwhile to watch and potentially utilize within an organization. A project within Defence Research and Development Canada is developing an automated computer network defence system that offers simulation ability. This simulation would be based on the actual network under observation, and permit the operator to identify the sources of attack and the targets to which the attacker wishes to gain access; the system will provide details on how the attacker can reach this goal. (Defence R&D Canada, 2013) (Sawilla & Wiemer, 2011) This type of simulation, does
not appear to be large scale, however, it would provide direct feedback on how the production network could be improved, based on this simulation work, permitting direct application of knowledge and an improved security posture for the organization. It is an interesting concept that may be worthwhile to monitor and investigate further as the research matures.

### 3.3.6. Drawbacks and considerations

There are several drawbacks from this type of exercise and environment. First, there is a cost to create and maintain. The initial procurement is one cost, but there are also the ongoing maintenance and support costs that also require proper budgeting. Without ongoing support, the virtual/simulation environment runs the risk of being set up but left to become obsolete as the technology and software becomes out of date.

Another drawback is that this type of environment will require resources to help keep it current and up-to-date, and even running. Depending on the size of the environment, this could range from a quick sub-duty for an individual to a full-time resource needed. The resource needs must be evaluated prior to deploying the environment, because without proper administration, the environment will become stale, equipment will break or need updating.

The organization, undoubtedly at some point, will suffer an outage, and at some point in an outage, it will be suggested to take a piece of equipment from this environment and swap it for a broken production one, and be replaced at a later time. Be very cautious in this approach, since at some point, something will not be replaced, and then will not be available when needed for an exercise. While the production network will be functioning, this exercise environment does run the risk of becoming the spare parts store with replacements forgotten and reconfiguration widespread.

A final drawback is that, while every effort can be made to create an environment that functions and looks like the production network, the virtual/simulated environment will never be the production network. There will be differences and some resources will point this out as the reason the exercise failed, since the test environment wasn’t identical to the
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organization’s production network. The decision needs to be made regarding how close to the production network this configuration will be.

A final point on this type of environment: If your organization is considering this type of investment, and there is resistance to the capital expenditures, it may be worthwhile to look at creating a preproduction lab environment and gain further usage of the equipment.

### 3.4. Preproduction testing environments

#### 3.4.1. General overview

A preproduction testing environment is used within most organization as the testing and quality assurance (QA) location where software and hardware are tested by the QA team to ensure that it meets the desired goals, performance and project needs prior to being released to production. It is a risk reduction location, as any problems with new software deployment will hopefully manifest here instead of when deployed to production. To maintain the effectiveness and usefulness of this testing, this environment must be kept as close as possible to the production network, in terms of software and hardware used, patch level and even configurations.

Running a cyber exercise in the preproduction environment will permit organizational resources to utilize similar systems as they use daily in production, while minimizing the impact to the production network.

#### 3.4.2. Requirements to conduct

With this type of environment in place within the organization, the requirements to conduct the cyber exercise are the planning, scenario creation, goals and objectives of the exercise itself. There is also a potential to require some small configuration changes to properly permit the exercise to run.

There will also be the need to back up each of the systems in this environment prior to the start of the exercise, and to restore the configurations to how they were after the exercise. This will ensure that the QA team has systems in a known state, permitting proper testing.

---
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3.4.3. **Business Impacts**
There are some small impacts to the organization in utilizing the preproduction environment for a cyber exercise. First of all, for the time it takes to prepare, run and return the preproduction environment to its original state, testing and QA activities will need to be suspended. This will impact roll out activities to the production network and has the potential to impact project schedules. The impact can be mitigated by properly planning for the exercise and projects, but the impact will still exist.

3.4.4. **Business Risk**
The business risk associated with using a preproduction environment is similar to the business impacts mentioned above, relating to the downtime within the QA environment. Project delays for testing and implementation during the exercise may pose a risk to the organization, and an emergency deployment would not be possible to test prior, due to reconfiguration.
To reduce this risk, key business systems may need to have some alternative means to conduct testing should it be needed in an emergency situation. Ensuring the procedures are in place for restoring these key business systems, and testing these processes will reduce the risk.

3.4.5. **Benefits and considerations**
The benefit to the cyber security exercise is the same as that the reasons an organization create a testing and QA environment: to create a location that closely resembles the production network, while not being the production network. Being able to utilize this environment for a cyber exercise is great. It provides a realistic network in which to work, but minimizes the business impact and risk associated with conducting similar activities on the production network.

3.4.6. **Drawbacks and considerations**
In selecting a preproduction location in which to perform an exercise, there are minimal drawbacks to the organization. The sole drawback is not the exercise itself, but is related to the preproduction environment and its availability. The main purpose of the
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environment is to permit testing for production deployments. With the environment being used for an alternative purpose - the exercise - testing will not be possible. However, this drawback can be mitigated and minimized by advanced scheduling of the exercise.

3.5. Penetration Tests

3.5.1. General overview
Core Security defines a Penetration (Pen) test as “a proactive and authorized attempt to evaluate the security of an IT infrastructure by safely attempting to exploit system vulnerabilities, including OS, service and application flaws, improper configurations, and even risky end-user behavior. Such assessments are also useful in validating the efficacy of defensive mechanisms, as well as end-users' adherence to security policies. “ (Core Security, 2014) Having someone attempt to break into your organization can provide an excellent opportunity for training, as you know the when the attacker (the penetration tester) will be attempting to break into the network. A penetration test exercise can be performed in two means: either announced or blind. In an announced exercise, the staff are advised that there is a penetration test occurring, and set the goals for the staff within this exercise. A goal may be to have the system administrators detect the timeframe when a specific system is compromised, or the network intrusion analyst determine there is malicious traffic on the network, to give but two examples. Once the goals have been set, all that is required is to permit individuals to perform their work.

In a blind exercise, goals are still set, but these are not communicated to staff prior to the event. Staff perform their roles as they normally do, but it is expected that some abnormal behaviour is detected on the network and alarms will be generated. How the participants react to these activities is truly interesting to see. Permitting staff to perform their functions within any changes will provide valuable feedback to the organization that may not be discovered during an announced exercise.

3.5.2. Requirements to conduct
In order to conduct either an announced or blind exercise, the prime component is the penetration test. A large number of organizations are under compliance requirements that
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force the need to have a penetration test perform on their environment yearly, or any time there is a significant infrastructure change. (PCI Security Standards Council, 2014) What this means is that a large number of organizations require little additional items to conduct this type of exercise.

What is needed is to determine what areas on which to focus the exercise. If you wish to test the effectiveness of your intrusion detection equipment, or the adaptability and responsiveness of your intrusion prevention system, those could be two areas on which to focus. Testing the response time to alerts or times to declare an incident could be measured. How the team follows procedures in incident response plan, or how effective the call outs to standby personnel are all valid items to exercise. The world really is your oyster here, as you have a known adversary with known targets and a known timeframe. This permits the organization to focus on areas where it is desired or needed most.

If the organization does not need to regularly perform a penetration test, there is still the opportunity to having the cyber exercise included as an added benefit of the penetration test when submitting the business case.

Planning is required prior to the event, to help determine where the exercise focus will be. There will also be the need for debriefing with the team after the exercise, and reporting to management. However, this commitment is minimal compared to some other types of exercise.

### 3.5.3. Business impacts

This exercise adds minimal impact to the business on top of the penetration testing being performed. The penetration test itself would have potential business impact, but that is not the focus of this paper. There is some additional overhead for the resources in the organization, as they will be investigation and responding to “false” incidents that the penetration testing company does. Therefore, a real intrusion could slip by unnoticed for a longer period of time than it would have under normal circumstances.

There is also some minimal impact to the team preparing for the exercise, deciding where the focus areas would be. Workload would also increase for the debriefing and report
writing. These may be extra duties that require workload adjustment for a short period of time.
A cost impact could be felt by the organization, depending on when call outs happen to the incident management team. If after hours, or additional staff is brought in due to events from the exercise, policy or agreed upon compensation (call out cost) would impact the organization budget.

3.5.4. Business Risk
For a penetration test type of exercise, the business risks are associated with the team’s efforts focusing on finding out what is happening as a result of the penetration tester, rather than focusing on real incidents that could be occurring within the organization at the same time, regardless if announced or blind. The risk needs to be examined in the context of the organization to determine if this is significant or not. For example, the impact on a small/medium business in a manufacturing sector would be different than the impact on a small/medium defense contractor, as the threat actors wishing to gain access to those networks would be different and as would the frequency of incidents within the organizations. These considerations should be part of the initial planning and approval cycle to have the risks agreed to.

3.5.5. Benefits and considerations
A penetration testing exercise offers a large number of benefits to the organization for typically minimal costs. Assuming the cost of the penetration test are already accounted for and running that test is agreed to, having an exercise for the team in their “home” setting using the tools and resources normally available allows for a more natural response than some other exercise types. When someone is sitting at their desk doing what they do every day, they are more relaxed and will act how they normally do instead of an off-site activity where they may have the mentality of either “I want to win” or “This is a waste of time.”
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3.5.6. Drawbacks and considerations
The major drawback with regards to a penetration test exercise is that the work being performed is occurring on the production network. However, this drawback is related to the penetration test itself, rather than the exercise. The risk and impact to the organization would have been agreed upon when the penetration test was authorized.
A second drawback may be that the organization’s staff may be aware that a penetration test is happening, and therefore not put the effort into repelling this attack. This will limit the benefit of the exercise if this occurs. Legitimate attacks may also be missed, as they are incorrectly attributed to the penetration test by staff.
A potential drawback to the penetration test is that, due to running the exercise, there may be a delay for the penetration testers, as systems could, for example, be configured to shun traffic or staff could be actively repelling the “attack”. This needs to be carefully monitored, and when the impact is too great to the penetration test, the exercise needs to be halted. This will allow the penetration test to complete and fulfill its required goals and objectives.

4. How do you create and run an exercise
While not the main focus of this paper, pointers to several resources that can assist in the creation and running of an exercise are given below.
First of all, running an exercise is not necessarily a complex task. An exercise can be fairly simple or could be a 2 week-long process. It depends on your organization and goals. The more complex the intent and goals, the more likely you will require someone who is dedicated to creating and running the exercise.
There are three main ways that your organization will be able to create and run the exercise. They are as follows: Use in-house people to do it, hire outside resources and expertise to run it for you or fully outsource it. Depending on which type of exercise you are planning, some or all of these options may be possible.
If the choice is to perform the exercise in-house, there are numerous online sources of information that can assist.
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One that may assist with creating an exercise can be found through Independent Study Course, IS 139, from FEMA. This free course can be found at http://training.fema.gov/is/courseoverview.aspx?code=IS-139 at the time of this writing, and has the stated goal to “…cover the purpose, characteristics, and requirements of three main types of exercises: Tabletop exercise Functional exercise Full-scale exercise. In addition this course will cover: Exercise evaluation. Exercise enhancements. Designing a functional exercise.” (Federal Emergency Management Agency Emergency Management Institute, 2014) It is an excellent source of information for people tasked with creating and running an exercise.

A second source of information is the Department of Homeland Security document “Homeland Security Exercise and Evaluation Program”. It can be found at https://www.fema.gov/media-library/assets/documents/32326. This document goal is to “…provides a set of guiding principles for exercise programs, as well as a common approach to exercise program management, design and development, conduct, evaluation, and improvement planning.” (Department of Homeland Security, 2013). While not cyber security focused, the document does provide a framework that can be used for any type of exercise, including cyber related ones.

A third source of information, from the European Union, is the National Exercise – Good Practice Guide. It can be found at http://www.enisa.europa.eu/activities/Resilience-and-CIIP/cyber-crisis-cooperation/cce/cyber_exercises/national-exercise-good-practice-guide and provides to the reader “a good practice guide to assist authorities in Member States to better understand the complexities of exercises and help them prepare local and national ones” (European Union Agency for Network and Information Security, 2009). The guide was created to help EU member states plan and run exercises, and provides guidance directed to people with little experience in running those exercises. It is also cyber security focused.

If the desire is to hire outside expertise to run the exercise, then it is critical to ensure that those outside resources have run exercises of the type and size the organization is looking at. Ensure that numerous references are provided and follow up with those references to determine if the skills needed within your organization exist. The same should be
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considered when outsourcing the entire exercise. The extra steps here would be to ensure that the outsourcing company has the resources available to run the exercise following the planning stage, either directly or through their partnerships.

5. Conclusion

Exercises play an important role in many organizations’ readiness today. The Federal Aviation Administration, most military organizations, and numerous emergency responders participate in exercises regularly. These are conducted to help evaluate if the procedures, equipment and training in place are effective and successful in meeting the needs of the organization. Exercises themselves also provide training and learning opportunities for the participants, as some may not have had to deal with the situation the exercise is delivering.

Most cyber security operations teams are very similar in their roles in the IT department as emergency first responders are in the general public. When something is going wrong or doesn’t seem right within the IT organization, the cyber security team is normally called to assist. The teams’ alarms, notifications and investigations need to be conducted quickly, effectively and seamlessly on a day-to-day basis. To assist in preparing the teams to meet the challenges of their roles, cyber exercises can play an important role within an organization.

Exercises expose team members to realistic situations in which they can draw upon their knowledge, skills, equipment and training to resolve. By providing the environment and opportunities for the organization to perform exercises regularly, there will be benefits to the organization. These benefits include increased awareness of cyber security, improved preparation of staff to handle complex situations confidently, and augmented skills of the security team. These also lead to an improved security posture of the organization.

Regular cyber security exercises should form part of every organization’s operational plans.
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6. Appendix – Summary comparative table

Below is a summary table containing a brief overview of each exercise type, and a categorization for each of the discussed areas:

Low is colored Green

Medium is colored Yellow

High is colored Red

Blending occurred when it was between two levels, such as low-medium, it blends from green to yellow.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exercise Type</th>
<th>Requirements</th>
<th>Business Impacts</th>
<th>Business Risk</th>
<th>Benefits</th>
<th>Drawbacks</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Table Top</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low - Medium</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online/Hosted</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Medium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simulated/Virtual</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Medium - High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Preproduction</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Low - Medium</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Medium-High</td>
<td>Low - Medium</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penetration Test</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>Medium-High</td>
<td>Medium</td>
<td>Low-Medium</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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# Upcoming Training

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event Name</th>
<th>City, Country</th>
<th>Dates</th>
<th>Format</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SANS 2015</td>
<td>Orlando, FL</td>
<td>Apr 11, 2015 - Apr 18, 2015</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Security West 2015</td>
<td>San Diego, CA</td>
<td>May 03, 2015 - May 12, 2015</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS vLive - MGT512: SANS Security Leadership Essentials For Managers with Knowledge Compression&amp;#153;</td>
<td>MGT512 - 201511,</td>
<td>Nov 03, 2015 - Dec 03, 2015</td>
<td>vLive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS London in the Summer</td>
<td>London, United Kingdom</td>
<td>Jul 13, 2015 - Jul 18, 2015</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS San Jose 2015</td>
<td>San Jose, CA</td>
<td>Jul 20, 2015 - Jul 25, 2015</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Minneapolis 2015</td>
<td>Minneapolis, MN</td>
<td>Jul 20, 2015 - Jul 25, 2015</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS San Antonio 2015</td>
<td>San Antonio, TX</td>
<td>Aug 17, 2015 - Aug 22, 2015</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Virginia Beach 2015</td>
<td>Virginia Beach, VA</td>
<td>Aug 24, 2015 - Sep 04, 2015</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Chicago 2015</td>
<td>Chicago, IL</td>
<td>Aug 30, 2015 - Sep 04, 2015</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Crystal City 2015</td>
<td>Crystal City, VA</td>
<td>Sep 08, 2015 - Sep 13, 2015</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS Network Security 2015</td>
<td>Las Vegas, NV</td>
<td>Sep 12, 2015 - Sep 19, 2015</td>
<td>Live Event</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS vLive - MGT512: SANS Security Leadership Essentials For Managers with Knowledge Compression&amp;#153;</td>
<td>MGT512 - 201511,</td>
<td>Nov 03, 2015 - Dec 03, 2015</td>
<td>vLive</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS OnDemand</td>
<td>Online</td>
<td>Anytime</td>
<td>Self Paced</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SANS SelfStudy</td>
<td>Books &amp; MP3s Only</td>
<td>Anytime</td>
<td>Self Paced</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>